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Technical Approach
Model (unknown) dynamics assumed affine in controls 

Spec: STL formula  

FNN trained to minimize

RNN

Model: known set of states states (robot related states: end-effector pose, gripper position; environmental 
states: grill pose, ketchup pose) and actions (end-effector velocity), and unknown outcomes of actions applied 
at states, 

Spec: Chef (Jaco): e.g., Turn on grill and then place 
sausage on grill and then return to home position and
then wait for 600 seconds and then place sausage on 
the bun and then apply ketchup and then turn off grill 
and then return to home position

Spec: Server (Baxter): e.g., Serve the hotdog when
one is ready and there is a customer. Eventually
serve the hotdog and do not serve until hotdog is 
ready and customer is detected. 

Safety: e.g., Baxter, never get close to the grill

General knowledge: e.g., the gripper cannot be 
both open and closed at the same time

Spec: Pick up the object from the pickup region 
within 3 sec and drop it in the goal region 
within the next 3 sec. The rotation angle of the 
end-effector from the vertical pose should be 
always less than 30 deg. 

Safety: Always avoid collisions with the pink 
sphere, its body, and  the table

Formal methods approach to RL  
• provides a formal specification language that integrates high-level, rich, task 

specifications with a priori, domain-specific knowledge; 
• makes the reward generation process easily interpretable;
• guides the policy generation process according to the specification;
• guarantees the satisfaction of the (critical) safety component of the specification. 

Model-based (optimal) control is not appropriate due to complex dynamics and 
large observation spaces. Reinforcement learning (RL) is usually used for such 
problems. In RL, it is difficult to 
- Incorporate complex task in objective functions, 
- Ensure that the learned policy satisfies the safety requirements,
- Transfer learned policies to unseen tasks, 
- Effectively distribute a complex task among a robot team that allows each 

member to learn in a decentralized fashion.

- Avoiding reward hacking, guaranteeing safety 
during learning and deployment, use of formal, 
unambiguous specification languages can 
potentially encode robotic safety standards (ISO)

- Interpretable nature of the formal language has 
the potential to promote public trust in robots

- new courses and sections at the undergraduate and graduate level,
- the involvement of the PI in Research Internships in Science and 

Engineering (RISE), Discovery Internships, the BU Upward Bound 
Math and Science (UBMS) program, and the Technology Innovation 
Scholars Program (TISP) at BU.

Task specification and general knowledge are formulas in a logic (TLTL) that is expressive, 
allows for compositionality, and translation to accepting automata (FSPA)

Task: “eventually reach the goal pose and with the 
gripper open, and eventually close the gripper, and do 
not close the gripper until the goal pose is reached and 
with the gripper open”

General knowledge: “the gripper cannot be both 
open and closed at the same time”

FSPA for Task

FSPA for Task and
General knowledge

Problem Formulation: Given rich temporal logic specifications, e.g., “Always prepare hotdogs and drinks. If a customer requests drinks or hotdogs, deliver whenever 
possible. If no customer is requesting or food / drinks are not available, then wait”, given safety requirements, e.g.,  “Always avoid collisions.”, and given robot action and 
sensing capabilities, e.g., “Robot 1 can make hotdogs, can place hotdogs on Robot2, can sense when a hotdog is ready, can sense when Robot2 is near, can sense obstacles, 
Robot 2 can deliver hotdogs and drinks”,  find robot control strategies that satisfy the specs and are provably safe.
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